
 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M1 2:00 PM MALE PER COL 5-11 Villar (#6) 

4 goals 

Buitrago (#5) 

4 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

WHITE 2 0 1 2 5 

BLUE 3 4 2 2 11 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

ORTIZ (PUR) CRESCENTE (ARG) VALOUCHE (CAN) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

The first game of the male event at the Junior Panamerican Championship saw two 

south American teams go against each other. Peru and Colombia played a very tight 

first quarter, with both teams able to score from penalty shots. At the end of that 

quarter the game was 3-2 in favor of Colombia. The second quarter was the defining 

one for Colombia. They played very stingy defense and was able to capitalize on 

Peru’s mistakes to score four goals to none by Peru. The second half was more of a 

slow tempo game. Peru tried hard to decipher Colombia’s defensive patter with not 

much luck. The only offensive player that was able to break their defense was Villar 

(#6) who scored two goals on each half, most of them in one on one situations. For 

Colombia, who were led by Buitrago (#5) with 4 goals, their next match will be 

against Canada. Peru will go against Barbados in tomorrow’s session. They were led 

by Villar (#6) with four goals 

 

  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M2 3:20 PM MALE ARG PUR 9-8 Lorent (#9) 

Three goals 

Loubriel (#11) 

Four goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

WHITE 2 1 3 3 9 

BLUE 2 2 2 2 8 
 

GAME OFFICIALS 
 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

KRATZ (USA) CARDENUTO (BRA) MEYER (CAN) 
 

COMMENTS 
 

The second game in the afternoon had Argentina and Puerto Rico do battle for 32 

minutes. The game was ultimately decided in the last play of the quarter. Both 

teams played very hard at both ends of the court During the first quarter Puerto 

Rico scored in both their extra man opportunities while Argentina scored on a 

perimeter shot and a penalty. The second quarter had Puerto Rico go ahead on a 

nice perimeter shot by Hernandez (#12). Argentina countered with a goal fro center 

forward by Sin (#4). The last goal of the half was scored by Loubriel (#11) on a hard 

7 meter shot. The third quarter was won by Argentina 3-2, tying the game. They 

were able to score from inside water and perimeter shots and at the same time they 

tighten their defense. Puerto Rico tried to go inside to center forward but wasn’t 

able to generate any offense. Both goals for them were scored by Loubriel (#11). The 

last quarter was a very slow-paced one, where both teams were cautious at offense 

and very aggressive on defense. Two miscues by the goalkeeper and the defense 

allowed Argentina to score twice from 2 meters. Hernandez (#12) was able to score 

on extra man and Loubriel (#11) just kept shooting well from the perimeter. Puerto 

Rico had one las chance with 24 seconds left in the game but wasn’t able to 

capitalize on an extra man situation. For tomorrow’s session, Argentina will play 

United States. They were led by Lorenth (#9) with three goals. Loubriel (#11) led 

Puerto Rico with four goals. His team will play Brazil. 



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M3 4:40 PM MALE CAN BAR 29-4 Djerkovic (#3) 

D’Souza (#12) 

6 goals 

James (#2) 

2 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 

 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

CAN 7 6 8 8 29 

BAR 2 1 1 0 4 

 

GAME OFFICIALS 

 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

GRUDE (VEN) ARAUJO (BRA) CULLINGHAM (USA) 

 

COMMENTS 

 

Canada showed every country why they are considered one of the favorites to win 

the event. They were able to defeat Barbados, a first-time participant in those type 

of event, by the score of 29-4. From the first quarter on, the Canadiens showed a lot 

of poise on defense and precise attacks on offense. The team from up north was able 

to score mostly on counter attacks coming from costly turnovers by Barbados. The 

team from the Caribbean worked real hard all game trying to develop a consistent 

offensive attack and were able to penetrate Canada’s defense in the first two 

quarters of the game. From there on, Canada was playing tight on defense, which 

lead to counter attacks and goals. Canada was led by Djerkovic (#3) and D’Souza 

(#12) with six goals. They will play Colombia during the second game of 

competition. James (#2) led Barbados with two goals. His team will go against Peru.  



 
 

GAME SUMMARY 

 

GAME 

NUMBER 

TIME GENDER WHITE BLUE FINAL 

SCORE 

BEST SCORER 

WHITE 

BEST SCORER 

BLUE 

M4 6:00 PM MALE BRA USA 10-10 Vergara (#7) 

5 goals 

Tierny (#5) 

Tsotadze (#12) 

3 goals 

SCORE BY PERIODS: 
 

TEAM 1ST 

QUARTER 

2ND 

QUARTER 

3RD 

QUARTER 

4TH 

QUARTER 

FINAL 

SCORE 

BRA 3 3 1 3 10 

USA 1 3 2 4 10 
 

GAME OFFICIALS 
 

REFEREE REFEREE UANA DELEGATE 

PAINCHAUD (CAN) SILVA (ARG) KEMAN (CUR) 
 

COMMENTS 
 

The last game of the session matched the two finalists from 2017 Youth event, Brazil 

and USA. From start to finish it was the hard-fought game that everyone expected. 

Both teams played with ferocious tenacity at both ends of the pool.  Brazil jumped 

ahead in the score, capitalizing from extra man and center forward goals, while 

USA was able to score at the end of the extra man situation, leading to a 3-1 Brazil 

lead at the end of the first quarter. Second quarter had USA cut the lead to 3-2 with 

a penalty goal. Both teams exchanged goals, but Brazil was able to capitalize with 

two goals in back to back possessions to increase their lead to 6-4 at the end of the 

half. The second half was all defense for both teams. Both teams scored on their 

extra man situation, with USA scoring one more than Brazil, cutting the lead to 7-6. 

Brazil came out with a lot of passion during the first two minutes increasing their 

lead to 9-6 with six minutes left. USA and Brazil exchanged goals and with 2:24 left 

Brazil was able to score from perimeter to get a what was supposed to be a solid 

lead 10-8. During the least two minutes, the americans didn’t allow any good 

offensive attack to their opponent and capitalized on an extra man situation and a 

solid shot with 9 seconds left to tie the game. Brazil was led by Vergara (#7) with 5 

goals while USA had Tierny # 5 and Tsodatze (#12) as their top scorers with three 

goals apiece. Brazil will do battle against Puerto Rico while USA will play Argentina 

during the second session of this event 


